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Motivation

- Learning techniques are being used in safety-critical tasks.

- In the real world, neural networks are often invoked by human-written code.

Provably Safe Neurosymbolic Learning
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- A trajectory dataset for imitation

- Constraints on the input

- Constraints on the trajectory of the system

Safety constraints



Fitting the trajectory dataset
           

Satisfying the safety constraint
 

Formulation
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Fitting the trajectory dataset
           

Safe Learning Framework

Using Lagrange multipliers 

High-level: the framework 
repeatedly solves this 
optimization problem 

Challenge: Estimate the 
gradient of safety signal 
in a differentiable way.

Data Signal:           Safety Signal:           
Satisfying the safety constraint
 



Verification Technique: Symbolic Execution

! Two IssuesSymbolic input

Propagate the 
symbolic input 
through the program

Aggregate the safety 
measurement from 
all paths

Path explosion: Branch X Loops

Non-differentiability: Discrete branches



DSE: Differentiable Symbolic Execution

Volume weighted probability

Sample paths when 
encountering branches

The entire volume of 
the symbolic state 
before the conditional.

The volume of the 
symbolic state that 
satisfies G.

Use symbolic REINFORCE 
to estimate the gradient of 
safety loss. 



DSE: Differentiable Symbolic Execution

Estimate the gradient

Follow the classic REINFORCE estimator
Exhibit the probability change of a symbolic path

Penalty is a function over NN’s parameter
Exhibit the symbolic unsafety change of a path
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Safe Learning Framework

Approximate Safety Loss

Data Signal:  
Fitting the dataset

Safety Signal:  
Satisfying the safety constraint

Differentiable Symbolic 
Execution
(DSE)



Experiments

Four benchmarks

- Thermostat: 2 NN controllers and ~200 dynamic lines of code

- Racetrack: 2 competing vehicles controlled by NN and interactions with the map

- Aircraft collision: 1 aircraft NN controller and 4^15 paths in maximum

- Cartpole: 1 cart pole controlled by NN



Evalution

The larger y, the safer learnt progra. DSE performs much better than two 
baselines: Ablation and DiffAI+. 



Summary

- We provide DSE, a differentiable way to combine verification techniques over 

symbolic code with safe learning. 

- In practice, DSE can learn provably safer programs than SOTA.



Thank you!

Paper:  http://arxiv.org/abs/2203.07671
Code: https://github.com/cxyang1997/DSE

http://arxiv.org/abs/2203.07671
https://github.com/cxyang1997/DSE

